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Abstract
In the Sufi Ibn `Arabi’s mystical discourse, a performative “language of unsaying” is generated from the tensions and paradoxes that arise from the attempt to articulate the ineffable nature of a transcendent divine. However, such forms of language also occur in his attempts to articulate the elusive nature of the *barzakh*, an intermediate property of all existent things and beings. His use of language invokes not only issues of inef-fability arising from a transcendent object, but also the dynamic relation between the ineffable and the intermediate. The analytical concept of “vagueness” helps to clarify such concepts as the *barzakh* by showing how these symbols are, relatively speaking, “precise” representations. Such a linguistic, philosophical knot is built into the mystical, pedagogical tradition of Ibn `Arabi’s Sufism, necessitating a distinction between how contemporary analytical philosophers and Sufi thinkers like him think about vagueness, while also emphasizing the sophisticated understanding of language at the heart of his Sufism.

Introduction
When scholars focus their attention on a mystical writer such as Ibn `Arabi (1165-1240), the tendency might be to prioritize the popular caricature of mysticism as framed by an experience of absolute transcendence. As some scholars of religion suggest, if absolute transcendence is not a necessary
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component of religion in general, then it might be fruitful to see where there are wider nuances of mysticism in particular. One alternative is to concentrate on language, thereby directing one’s attention toward the role of logic and language as a necessary component in the religious tradition. For example, ineffability, as a description of the relation between language and transcendence, is not emphasized simply to protect the objects of religious language from rational scrutiny, whether the referent is a religious experience or a religious reality. Rather, ineffability is a component of the very process of articulation itself. Logic and language are used not only to reflect back on themselves to show their shortcomings, but are also integral components of the pedagogical, psychological, and social processes operating in a religious tradition, such as Sufism within Islam.

Ibn `Arabi’s thought is representative of the most sophisticated and wide-ranging work among Sufi literature. In his excellent example of a complex and rigorous project, Mystical Languages of Unsaying, Michael Sells takes such language and embeds it firmly within a comparative model that allies Ibn `Arabi with mystical writers from other traditions. The result is a comparison of linguistic techniques, rather than comparisons that implicate presuppositions concerning the universal identity of the various notions of the absolute employed by mystics. Apophatic discourse, a negative “language of unsaying,” is generated from the tensions and paradoxes that arise from the attempt to articulate the ineffable nature of the divine. As a transcendent, ineffable object of discourse, talking about God requires a spiralling sequence of affirmations and negations to ensure that God’s ineffable quality is maintained, highlighting the paradoxical ability of mystical language to talk about that which evades articulation.

Such forms of language also occur in Ibn `Arabi’s attempts to articulate the nature of the barzakh, an intermediate concept not divorced from an understanding of the divine, but likewise not a concept used to refer to the divine in particular. Whereas Sells focuses on the dynamic tension between affirmations and negations resulting from the ineffable nature of the divine, Ibn `Arabi makes concerted efforts to not merely express or suggest this tension between opposites, but also to precisely articulate the interstitial space between such polarities through concepts that simultaneously implicate a term’s positive and negative extensions. I enlist the work of William C. Chittick to show that the barzakh is just such a succinct articulation. This interpretation of Ibn `Arabi’s use of language shifts attention away from issues of ineffability arising from a transcendent object to the relation of the ineffable to the immanently interstitial.
An understanding of the barzakh is further augmented by a comparison with the contemporary, analytical notion of vagueness. I suggest that “vagueness” contributes to our theoretical tool shop in the study of religious language because it helps to clarify such concepts as the barzakh that emphasize the intermediate or interstitial, showing how these symbols are, ironically, “precise” delineations of the vagueness in language – a paradox of language distinct from the issue of transcendence. Furthermore, what is significant about this comparison is that thinkers like Ibn `Arabi are, remarkably, not only aware of the issue of vagueness in language, but also that such an aporia or philosophical “knot” is built into the very mystical, pedagogical tradition of Ibn `Arabi’s Sufism itself. This necessitates a distinction between how analytical philosophers think about “fuzzy logic” and how a mystic like Ibn `Arabi holds an insight into vagueness to be a necessary feature of the states and stations along the Sufi path of knowledge.

Apophatic Discourse as Unconventional Language
Sells’ goal in Mystical Languages of Unsaying is to “establish the implicit logic and conventions of apophasis as a mode of discourse.”1 He generates principles of mystical language in general by looking at mystical writers from various traditions: Plotinus (205-270), John the Scot Eriugena (810-77), Meister Eckhart (c. 1260-c. 1327/28), Ibn `Arabi, and Marguerite Porete (d. 1310) among them. Apophasis, which Sells translates as the “language of unsaying,” begins with the irresolvable dilemma of transcendence and ends with a continually growing semantic tension and fusion.2 The aporia of transcendence begins with the fact that the transcendent must be beyond names, ineffable. In order to claim that the transcendent is beyond names, however, I must give it a name, “the transcendent.” Any statement of ineffability, “X is beyond names,” generates the aporia that the subject of the statement must be named (as X) in order for us to affirm that it is beyond names.3

The paradox is that the act of naming the transcendent in order to declare its ineffability is counter to the nature of that to which the name refers. There are three typical responses to the dilemma: 1) silence as a solution (i.e., no words – no aporia), 2) an explanation that there is a difference between God the transcendent who cannot be named and “god” as designated by human language, and 3)
the refusal to solve the dilemma posed by the attempts to refer to the transcendent through a distinction between two kinds of name. The dilemma is accepted as a genuine aporia, that is, as unresolvable, but this acceptance, instead of leading to silence, leads to a new mode of discourse.4

If the transcendent must be named in order to declare it to be ineffable, then there is a further need to qualify statements of ineffability in order to ensure the transcendent nature of the divine. In apophatic language, any saying requires an unsaying, and such unsaying, in turn, becomes another form of saying, which must likewise be unsaid, *ad infinitum.*

When the full impact of the aporia of transcendence is taken into account, it generates an alternative mode of discourse. Sells wants to distinguish this “new kind of language” from apophatic theory, which “affirms ineffability without turning back upon the naming used in its own affirmation of ineffability.”5 Apophasis as a mode of discourse differs from apophatic theory in the sense that apophatic discourse dynamically engages the problems raised by naming the ineffable, whereas the theoretical approach statically declares the ineffability of the transcendent and leaves it at that. The logic that is a part of apophatic discourse is conventional and the same as that utilized by apophatic theory, but the response to those conventions is uniquely unconventional. Apophatic discourse, therefore, has recourse to conventional logic, for without adherence to standard logic and semantics there would be no dilemma to recognize and no springboard for apophatic discourse to display its full effects.6 While apophatic theory merely declares ineffability, apophatic discourse performs the tension, thereby sustaining the dilemma within the discourse.

Due to the aporia involved in referring to the transcendent again, even if simply to state its ineffability, “apophasis is a discourse in which any single proposition is acknowledged as falsifying, reifying.”7 Apophasis as a mode of discourse is aporetic, maintaining a high level of self-criticism, “an acknowledgement of its own reifications, and a relentless turning-back to unsay them.”8 If a single apophasic statement cannot avoid falsifying itself, then it requires another statement that undoes or “unsays” what it has posited, so that the meaning of the discourse “is generated through the tension between the saying and the unsaying.”9 As a result, language becomes double-propositional with its meaning dependent upon a context that is wider than that of single propositions.

It is due to this ongoing tension that the meaning Sells speaks of is never static; rather, it is open-ended. In the minds of mystical writers, this open-
ness does not entail meaning that is ambiguous, imprecise, or unclear; the openness ironically expresses in a precise manner the relationship between the transcendent and words used to refer to it. For mystical writers like Ibn 'Arabi, using double-propositional language is a more authentic way of talking about the ineffable than the static method of straight declarations of ineffability. In the specific case of Ibn 'Arabi, he “both uses and struggles against the dualistic structure of language.”

A succinct technique of apophatic discourse that achieves meaning through a tension between affirmations and negations is known as reference fusion, which works to destabilize standard grammatical dichotomies simultaneously, but not in a linear, sequential, or propositional way. In the context of Ibn 'Arabi’s language, two key discussions that help to expose his use of apophatic techniques involve, on the one hand, the relation between God and the universe He creates as a mirrored reflection, and, on the other hand, his creation of Adam.

For the first example, I reproduce translations of one of Ibn 'Arabi’s passages by both Sells and R. W. Austin to place Sells' point in stronger relief. To summarize and partly paraphrase in the form of a question: “Why did the Real, or God, will into existence instantiations of its most beautiful names?” In Sells’ translation the response is “to reveal to it(self) through it(self) its mystery,” while in Austin’s translation the answer is to “reveal to Him His own mystery.” According to Sells, Austin’s translation, by inserting definite pronouns, gives the phrase only one nuance: God wished to reveal to Himself His own mystery. Sells’ understanding of the passage yields a referential fusion: “[T]he creative ambiguity between the reflexive and non-reflexive marks the perspective shift. It becomes impossible to determine whether the antecedent of the pronoun is the divine or the human.” So, God created the universe to reveal to the universe the universe’s own mystery, to reveal to Himself His own mystery, to reveal to the universe His mystery, or to reveal to Himself the universe’s mystery.

If Ibn 'Arabi’s intentions are correctly understood, then the indeterminacy over which option is the “right” interpretation is not a result of a lack of knowledge concerning the antecedent’s exact identity (i.e., whether it refers to the divine or the cosmos), but that the question “To whom does the antecedent belong?” has no definitive answer. The antecedent is deliberately indeterminate. Therefore, if Sells’ interpretation of this key passage is correct, then the pronouns in the phrase “To reveal to it(self) through it(self) its mystery” neither refer exclusively to the divine nor to the created universe.
Another instance of referential fusion revolves around the hadith “Allah created Adam in his surah [image, form].” If Allah is transcendent, then how is it possible that there is a divine image through which he creates Adam? According to Sells, Ibn `Arabi refused to provide a clear-cut solution to the debate as to the identity of the antecedent of the “his” in this phrase, namely, whether it refers to Allah or Adam.

Rather than trying to find a theological position that would avoid both anthropomorphizing and explaining away the distinctiveness of the expression, Ibn `Arabi, through the metaphor of the polished mirror, will imply that the antecedent to the “his” is neither the deity in itself nor Adam, … The constitution of this image occurs within the heart of “the complete human” (al-insan al-kamil).16

The “complete human” sees both possibilities fused in a Sufi mode of seeing that, given Sells’ explanation, yields no definitive answer one way or the other as to the antecedent’s identity. Ibn `Arabi was reluctant to ultimately reduce the statement to either of the two possibilities, because the referential uncertainty creates a more authentic linguistic analogue of the cosmological situation as he understands and experiences it. Elsewhere, Sells explains that “[t]he statement ‘created in his image,’ which had been such a problem for the theologians, now reveals within a grammatical fusion of antecedents a double meaning incorporating both of the theological positions: the his refers both to the divine and the human.”17 Sells is referring to theological positions that either wish to avoid anthropomorphizing God, maintaining His absolute transcendence (so that the “his” cannot refer to Allah), or to declare tashbih (similarity between God and His creatures), which entails that Adam’s attributes are similar to God’s.18 Ibn `Arabi’s response does not offer a “solution” that conforms to the philosophical and theological debates of his time, because he “finds in mystical union a paradoxical logic in which the term refers to both the human and the divine party. Self and other, reflexive and non-reflexive, are semantically fused.”19

From the standpoint of the Sufi’s vision of mystical union, by fusing the reflexive and nonreflexive senses of “him,” Ibn `Arabi more “accurately” or authentically expresses the simultaneous similarity and difference between God and His reflection (the universe) in the one example, and between God and Adam (the human) in the other. He maintains the aspect of transcendence while at the same time expressing the immanent nature of God. Sells’ point is that according to a conventional English translation of Ibn `Arabi’s writings, it is possible to completely miss what Sells sees as a case
of the fusion of antecedents, a linguistic reflection of what we might typically understand as an experiential, mystical fusion or union that holds in dynamic tension the transcendent and immanent nature of the divine.

In speaking of this reference fusion, Sells introduces a nuance that explains the processional nature of apophatic discourse as moving toward a culminating tension.

His [Ibn `Arabi’s] language realizes or enacts such fusions or slides of reference of reflexive and nonreflexive, self and other, human and divine. The fusions or slides occur often. … Depending upon position and context, a pronoun’s reference and antecedent may “slide” (a dominant reference yielding to an alternate possibility) or it may involve a complete fusion in which both possibilities are equally present.20

Complete fusion, what Sells calls a “meaning event,”21 corresponds, then, to the contradictory ideal limit between the two options.

While Sells makes a point to begin his comparative treatment of mystical language with the aporia of transcendence, he is aware that the aporia also invokes a notion of immanence. Therefore, apophatic writing involves a dialectic of transcendence and immanence.

Simple transcendence, the affirmation that the deity is “beyond” the world is simply a more subtle and more dangerous mode of “binding.” True affirmation of transcendence leads ironically to a transcendence of the normal notion of transcendence, to a dialectic of transcendence and immanence in which the “beyond” is simultaneously the “within.”22

In this context, “binding” results from distinguishing God (and hence limiting Him) by declaring His nondelimitation. Thus, an understanding of the literal ramifications of meaning is vitally important to the apophatic enterprise. The tension generated in apophatic language through the combination of propositions – each proposition on its own seen as falsifying or reifying – is passed on to the discussions of transcendence and immanence. Rather than a simple affirmation of transcendence, it is in the tension between transcendence and immanence that the apophatic writer genuinely expresses or affirms the divine’s simultaneously transcendent and immanent nature. For example, in one of Ibn `Arabi’s chapters of the Futuhat al-Makkiyah on Prophet Muhammad’s heavenly ascension, he begins with the Qur’anic quote(s) “There is nothing like His likeness [and He is the All-hearing, the All-seeing].”23 By placing in unison two opposing statements concerning the nature of the divine, Ibn `Arabi creates the tension between
the statement affirming God’s transcendence and one affirming his immance. In another passage, he explains that

the truth is found in combining the statements of the two groups. He is not declared incomparable in any manner that will remove Him from similarity, nor is He declared similar in any manner that will remove Him from incomparability. So do not declare Him nondelimited and thus delimited by being distinguished from delimitation! For if He is distinguished, then He is delimited by His nondelimitation. And if He is delimited by His nondelimitation, then He is not He.²⁴

This passage radically demonstrates the necessity of avoiding single, reifying propositions. Ibn `Arabi argues that declaring God to be only incomparable, without the qualification of similarity, only ends up delimiting Him. Pushing God’s nondelimitation to its naïve extreme results in binding and delimiting Him. By combining two opposite viewpoints, Ibn `Arabi is indicating that neither alone suffices as a descriptive tool.

If you affirm transcendence you bind
If you affirm immanence you define
If you affirm both you hit the mark
You are an Imam in knowledge and a master. …
You are not it
You are it
You see it in the essence of things
Boundless and limited.²⁵

Both a statement that declares transcendence and one that declares immanence cannot stand on their own. The third line appears contradictory and false, and this is precisely Ibn `Arabi’s point: Through the simultaneous affirmation of both transcendence and immanence, one “hits the mark,” one best expresses the paradoxical nature of the dialectic of transcendence and immanence. Even a single phrase like describing the essence of things as “boundless and limited” is a dense and efficient instance of the double-propositional combination of opposing qualities.

Given this line of thought, things in the created world become implicated in the dialectic of transcendence and immanence. Therefore, there is an additional nuance that arises out of these kinds of passages, one that implicates the human or created realm as an additional progenitor of the dialectic of transcendence and immanence. The impetus to utilize double-propositions can be seen, as Sells outlines it, to arise from attempts to talk about the divine, but, equally so, Ibn `Arabi is revealing that the same move-
ment “begins” with the human perspective of the created world. So while “[r]eal contradictions occur when language engages the ineffable transcendent…”26 in Ibn `Arabi’s writings, these contradictions also occur when language engages the nature of entities and individuals within the created world, insofar as they are simultaneously similar to and distinct from God.

Sells does potentially generate problems of interpretation by introducing further senses of transcendence into his explanation on top of the transcendence already subsumed by the dialectic.

Apophasis moves towards the transreferential. It cannot dispense with reference, but through the constant turning back upon its own referential delimitations, it seeks a momentary liberation from such delimitations. In terms of a spatial metaphor, to the linear referential motion apophasis adds a circular turning back (epistrophē). The combination yields a semiotic spiral motion ever deeper into the prereferential ground (or groundlessness) of the discourse.27

The explication of apophasis as invoking the “transreferential” or seeking a “prereferential ground” is an interpretation that, I suggest, implicitly invokes the notion of the “inter-referential.” Inter-referential better suggests the penumbral region or the interstices between the discourse’s rigid referential structures, a region where there is a transition between the structures as well as an indefiniteness or uncertainty in pivotal moments where it deliberately should not be determined which specific referential delimitation applies. Such uncertainty is directly related to similar uncertainties associated with the antecedent involved in reference fusion.

As the next section suggests, such forms of language and the apophatic dialectic are related to Ibn `Arabi’s concept of the barzakh (“isthmus”), which is inherently double-propositional. The “aporia of the interstitial” presents additional, though similar, issues for articulation, just as the aporia of transcendence does. However, the object is not properly transcendent in this case, but rather interstitial or elusively located between categories of description. If all existent things are theophanies, that is, immanent manifestations of a transcendent divine, and hence involved in the dialectic of transcendence and immanence, and theophanies are described by Ibn `Arabi as barzakhs, then looking at how he describes the barzakh will shed more light on apophatic discourse in general, because in order to talk about the barzakh he has recourse to the same forms of discourse and the same techniques of language as seen in apophasis.
Ineffability and the Interstitial: The Barzakh

The *barzakh*, Ibn `Arabi’s quintessential symbol of the interstitial, is a highly efficient and intense instance of the dynamic tension seen in Sells’ discussion of the spiralling sequences of propositions related to the aporia of transcendence. While I suggest that we broaden the idea of what prompts double-propositional language, Sells nevertheless makes a lasting contribution by clarifying the techniques of double-propositional language, regardless of the initial impetus for said language.

Double-propositional language is the semantic analogue of Ibn `Arabi’s mystical vision, where the mystical vision involves an insight into the ontological situation, namely, that all creation is composed of *barzakhs*, combinations of God’s being and the specific occasions of created entities, the interface between *tanzih* (incomparability) and *tashbih* (similarity), respectively. The *barzakh* is a precise articulation of the interstitial because it simultaneously implicates opposites, or a term’s positive and negative extensions.

His concept of the *barzakh* builds upon an explicit Qur’anic reference:

He let forth the two seas that meet together, between them a barrier [barzakh] they do not overpass. (Qur’an 55:19)

Explicit in the passage is the notion of a location where things (the seas) meet while simultaneously remaining distinct. While the notion of the *barzakh* plays many different roles in Ibn `Arabi’s writings, I focus on the ontological characteristics of it that emphasize its relation to apophatic language.28

Implicit in the concept of the *barzakh* is a theory of ontological intermediaries. Chittick helps to simplify the concept by distinguishing between two main perspectives in which the *barzakh* relates to the cosmos in general, and to the human realm in particular. His description revolves around two groupings of divine names: God conceived as both the First and the Last on the temporal, horizontal plane, and God as the Manifest and the Nonmanifest on the cosmological, vertical plane. “In both cases, a third world can also enter the picture, a world that is often called the *barzakh* or `isthmus.”29 On the temporal level,

[*]The cosmos is a *barzakh* between eternity without beginning and eternity without end.... This is like the [present] state between the past and the future. If not for the state, the past nonexistence would not become distinct from the future nonexistence. This is the property of the *barzakh*, and it never ceases in the cosmos in perpetuity.30
This passage reveals two characteristics of the *barzakh*: First, there is a necessity for the *barzakh* to distinguish past events from future events, for without the *barzakh* – as a transitional point that stands between them – they are indistinguishable; second, it is a linking principle that connects and provides continuity from the past through to the present and into the future. Therefore, the *barzakh* paradoxically connects and separates the past and the future. The borderline – the present moment – is that moment which is neither past nor future, but that which brings them together and distinguishes them.

The entire cosmos and its contents are the primary instances of the *barzakh* in both the horizontal and vertical senses. In the context of the vertical dimension, the *barzakh* is one of the most general terms referring to all things. Ibn `Arabi explains: “There is nothing in existence but *barzakhs*, since a *barzakh* is the arrangement of one thing between two other things … and existence has no edges (*taraf*).”31 The two poles that make up his cosmology are the Divine Essence and absolute nothingness: the cosmos stands as isthmus between them.32 There is a hierarchy implied here, as Chittick explains:

… the existent things are ranged between the most intense created light and the most intense darkness (= the least intense light), and this tells us that there must be innumerable degrees of intermediate creatures between “pure” light and “pure” darkness. In this context, it needs to be remembered, “pure” does not signify absolute, since Absolute Light is God, while absolute darkness is sheer nothingness. These intermediate degrees are known as *barzakhs* (literally “isthmuses”).33

From these initial examples, it is clear that “isthmus” is the more common English translation of *barzakh*.34 “Isthmus” stems from the Greek word for “neck,” and generally denotes a narrow structure joining two larger entities (e.g., as in the Qur’anic passage, a neck of land between bodies of water).35 Recalling that a *barzakh* also separates two things, in this sense it could also be seen as a barrier or interstice: a “permeable membrane” of sorts that allows relative proportions of light or dark to penetrate according to the location of any respective entity within the hierarchy.36 The two absolutes, for all intents and purposes, are not manifest as whole things or entities within the cosmos, because the Divine Essence is not a thing or an entity; rather, it is Being itself and the Being of all other things, and nothingness is sheer nothingness in Ibn `Arabi’s ontology.

Ibn `Arabi’s descriptions of the *barzakh* invoke the paradoxical language typically seen to be a result of the aporia of transcendence.
The barzakh is between-between, a station between this and that, not one of them, but the totality of the two.…

Its it-ness is unknown save to those who solve the riddle, and equal concerning it may be the seeing and the blind. It is the shadow between the lights and the darkness, the separating limit between wujud and nonexistence.…37

The barzakh is the intermediary par excellence, the quintessential isthmus that is evoked through the tautological repetition of “between-between.” We should bear in mind its description as the shadow between light and darkness. This is one of the main ways by which Ibn `Arabi attempts to describe the barzakh as that which stands between the light and the dark, namely, a penumbral region (penumbra means, literally, “almost shade”).38 Elsewhere he writes: “A barzakh is something that separates (fasl) two things while never going to one side (mutatarrif), as, for example, the line that separates shadow from sunlight.”39 Such a line is neither shadow nor sunlight, nor is its nature anything other than some combination of shadow and sunlight.

Ibn `Arabi also uses barzakh in his discussions of the different Sufi stations that lie along the spiritual path. The following passage discusses the waystation of the true barzakh, a station where the Sufi comes to clearly understand what the barzakh is and what its limits are.

It is, through its own essence, identical with everything it meets. Hence the separation between the things and the separating factor become manifest as one in entity. Once you come to know this, you have come to know what the barzakh is.40

The very essence of a “true” barzakh includes the properties of each item in the dichotomy between which it is juxtaposed. While identical with everything it meets, Ibn `Arabi also says elsewhere in the Futuhat that “it stands opposite the two things by its very essence,” where the “two things” in this context are Being and nothingness.41 This “identical though opposite” description shows a clear violation of the law of the excluded middle.42 More broadly speaking, the opposites would be a term and its negative extension, and therefore the barzakh, being both identical and opposite to both at the same time, paradoxically reinforces the impossibility of assigning it to either term. The standard logical laws do not apply to this case. There is, to refer back to Sells’ discussion, a conundrum or contradiction here: In order to explain the nature of the barzakh itself, Ibn `Arabi must
resort to language and metaphors that are reminiscent of Sells’ category of “double-propositional language.”

As alluded to above, an explicit instance of paradoxical talk about the *barzakh* is seen in Ibn `Arabi’s descriptions of theophanies. A theophany is the *barzakh* between the two pivotal notions of God’s dissimilarity (transcendence) and similarity (immanence), because it has its own instantiation within the created world as well as simultaneously being one of God’s self-manifestations (*zuhur*) or self-disclosures (*tajallī*). As a created entity it participates in Being, while its occasion within the created world is precisely what distinguishes it from God. “Although there is no existent but God, He has placed the manifestation of things at occasions. So the occasioned thing can have no *wa`jud* without the occasion. Hence everything that has come into existence at an occasion has a face toward its occasion and a face toward God, so it is a *barzakh* between the occasion and God.”

A theophany is identified with neither aspect exclusively.

The strongest examples being the clearest, Michel Chodkiewicz describes Ibn `Arabi’s recounting of the meeting with a young man who, according to Ibn `Arabi, was the inspiration for the writing of the *Futuhat al-Makkiyah*.

This is where Ibn `Arabi relates his encounter beside the Ka’ba, near the black stone, with a “young man” (*faţā*) described by a number of contradictory attributes. This *coincidentia oppositorum* clearly means that we are here dealing with a theophany: he is “living and dead,” “simple and compound”; he “contains everything” and “everything contains him”; he is “the contemplator and the contemplated,” “the knowledge, the knower, and the known.” He is “the one who speaks” … while at the same time he remains silent (*samīt*). From him comes all that Ibn `Arabi will transcribe in the *Futuhat*.

If a theophany is both *barzakh* and *coincidentia oppositorum*, this clearly suggests that there is a connection between the nature of the *barzakh* and contradictory, paradoxical language.

Ibn `Arabi believes that there are actual isthmuses existing within the cosmos (i.e., objects whose nature is inherently interstitial and not reducible to either terms in a polarity). Therefore, a *barzakh* is an object in its own right. It is “combinational,” “interstitial,” and so on, but it is, nevertheless, a phenomenon that commands Ibn `Arabi’s full attention, rather than being merely an abstract or dialectical relation. Given this, although it is indefinite
relative to either of the polar terms when viewed exclusively, the barzakh is nevertheless something present; not an abstract intermediate, but an actual one.

It is important to clarify that God in Himself is not qualified by the notion of the barzakh as all other existents are, because this reinforces my point that Ibn `Arabi’s use of a metaphor like the barzakh is not an attempt to describe an ineffable divinity. Therefore, Ibn `Arabi’s language of the barzakh has stylistic affinities with language working through the aporia of transcendence, whereas the “object” of this specific type of language is not the absolutely transcendent but rather the “interstitially transcendent,” which speaks to a need for a revised understanding of both ineffability and transcendence.

For Ibn `Arabi, the complete descriptions of theophanies are necessarily self-contradictory, from the standpoint of conventional logic, due to the aporia of the interstitial. As I show in the next section, vagueness relates to descriptions of the barzakh because both vague objects and barzakhs violate the basic law of the excluded middle, an outcome of the paradoxical nature of both. Like a vague object, a barzakh cannot be definitively assigned to either of the two polar terms it stands between, because its very nature is to remain an isthmus. Entities located within his hierarchy of being – ranging between divine light and absolute nothingness – bear a family resemblance to examples of the borderline cases used to convey the contemporary, philosophical problem of vagueness. The barzakh is the quintessential borderline case as the instantiation of a real, existent limit between opposites, and in this sense it is Ibn `Arabi’s radical example of philosophical vagueness.

Vagueness and Ibn `Arabi’s Interstitial Language

Ibn `Arabi’s barzakh is a “precise” representation of the penumbral or borderline region pointing to vagueness in language. In both apophatic discourse and Ibn `Arabi’s barzakhi descriptions, vagueness is flaunted and deliberately utilized to hint at or suggest the Sufi’s mystical vision. The concept of a penumbra, frequently used in current analytical discussions of vagueness, stands as a succinct analogue of the barzakh, especially when it is described as the line separating shadow from light.

In the context of analytical philosophy, vagueness in language has to do with referential uncertainty. While a “non-vague term is one which is sharply defined in the sense that it neatly divides objects into those contained in the term’s extension and those contained in the extension of its negation,” Linda Claire Burns defines a vague term as “one whose correct definition
permits the possibility of borderline cases. These are cases where it is not
determined whether or not the term applies or fails to apply. Where there is
vagueness there is genuine uncertainty concerning the application of expres-
sions to certain objects." In addition to objects that are included in the
extension of a term and the extension of its negation, there are cases for
vague terms that do not allow a definitive answer as to whether or not the
term applies.

One of the best illustrations that visually connects Ibn `Arabi’s notion of
the barzakh to the analytical discussion of vagueness is the color spectrum.

Suppose you are looking at a spectrum of colours painted on a wall
though a device with a split window which divides the section of the spec-
trum you can see into two equal adjacent areas. Suppose the spectrum is
so broad and the windows so narrow that the colours in the two visible
windows are indistinguishable, no matter where in the spectrum the
device is positioned. The device is first placed at the red end of the wall,
and then moved gradually rightward to the blue end. It is moved in such
a way that the area that was visible in the right-hand window in the pre-
vious position is now visible in the left. At the beginning you will unhesi-
tatingly judge that both areas are red. At each point, the newly visible area
will appear indistinguishable from an area that you have already judged
to be red and that is still visible. One feels bound by the principle that if
two coloured patches are indistinguishable in colour, then both or neither
are red; yet clearly there must come a time when neither of the visible
areas are red. This looks like a contradiction: on the one hand, no two
adjacent areas differ in colour and the first is certainly red; on the other
hand, the first area differs in colour from some subsequent colour.

What the illustration suggests is that in the process of moving the
“device” between adjacent, indistinguishable shades, there is genuine uncer-
tainty as to when the transition takes place between any “red” and “blue”
areas. “Red” and “blue” are vague terms precisely because they allow bor-
derline cases or do not possess sharp boundaries, so that in some cases there
does not appear to be any conclusive way of deciding whether or not either
term fits. Between the clear cases, there is a region of indefiniteness that
does not prompt a decision either one way (red) or the other (blue). An
example of this sort points to what is known as a Sorites paradox.

A borderline case involves an uncertainty as to whether a term applies
or fails to apply. In his foundational paper “Vagueness,” Bertrand Russell
(1872-1970) discusses vagueness as a general feature of language: “The fact
is that all words are attributable without doubt over a certain area, but
become questionable within a penumbra, outside of which they are again certainly not attributable." So it is the penumbral region that raises doubts over the ability or inability to attribute a term to a specific state of affairs.

Bringing the discussion back to Ibn `Arabi’s writings, there are two typical responses to vagueness: the epistemic and the semantic views. The semantic view involves two sub-options, namely, whether vagueness is considered a result of the limitations of our descriptions of the world or, “one might alternatively think that the world could, or even must, contribute to the explanation.” Ibn `Arabi subscribes to the latter option, that of ontic or ontological vagueness. While the debate continues within philosophy concerning ontic vagueness, vagueness itself cannot be wished away. “The paradox may be dissolved and language made to appear in working order but only at the expense of treating vagueness as if it did not exist.”

I am not merely trying to suggest that we can analyze Ibn `Arabi’s cosmology as involving vague terms; rather, it is my concern to emphasize that the notion of the barzakh is a cognate of the analytical concept of vagueness, albeit a cognate within the context of a specific religious tradition, namely, Sufism. Ibn `Arabi was fully aware of the issue and the existence of vagueness not only as a result of a philosophical scrutiny of language, but rather as a pivotal cornerstone of his religious view. His descriptions of theophanies – and ultimately this means descriptions of all things – as barzakh means that he views all created things as borderline cases lying between God and nothingness, a created world imbued with both divine being and the contingent quality arising from absolute nothingness.

If vagueness engenders a genuine paradox, then it is important to understand its relation to standard logic. Simply put, conventional logic cannot accommodate it. The pragmatic point for the present purpose is that vague expressions serve a useful purpose in the context of Ibn `Arabi’s Sufism. If vagueness is useful in language, for example, if it conveys or communicates “something,” then it is not the case that a vague term is incoherent or unclear. Given his context, Ibn `Arabi resorts to using vagueness because for him, this is an accurate way of expressing the nature of the cosmos and the place of human beings within that cosmos.

A supplementary motivation for attempting to show the relevance of analytical discussions of vagueness for interpreting Ibn `Arabi’s language revolves around the distinction between ambiguity and vagueness. Vagueness differs from ambiguity, but in studies of Ibn `Arabi the use of the term ambiguity substitutes for vagueness even though, technically speaking, it is more properly vagueness that is being discussed. Thus, it is my concern that a
more sophisticated understanding of Ibn `Arabi’s language would speak more of the phenomenon of vagueness rather than instances of ambiguity.

Ambiguity involves two or more meanings, while vagueness suggests a vague or indeterminate meaning. An ambiguous word, such as “nail,” remains ambiguous only as long as no further information is available as to whether the word is referring to finger nails or toe nails or a nail that one hammers. Ambiguosity in this sense is related to equivocation. Roy Sorensen has articulated the differences quite succinctly: “Typically, a word is ambiguous between some readings, vague between other readings, and general between yet other readings. For example, ‘child’ is ambiguous between ‘immature offspring’ and ‘offspring,’ vague over when a child becomes an adult, and general in that it covers both males and females.”61 Therefore

[i]f someone asks of a borderline case “Is he a child?”, it is not that our problem in answering is the problem of knowing which question has been asked, there is only one possible question involved here. The problem is quite different: if the person of whom the question is asked is a borderline case, neither “Yes” nor “No” is a clearly correct answer. This question has a single vague meaning, and that is quite different from having two or more meanings.62

Ambiguity and obscurity only convey a precise meaning when the referent of an ambiguous word has been clarified. However, while ordinary use of vague or vagueness denote both imprecision and indefiniteness, we are clearly not dealing with any imprecision of thought with these instances of vagueness in the thought of Ibn `Arabi; rather, these are very precise delineations of ontological entities that must necessarily invoke vagueness as indefiniteness or uncertainty.63

As we have already seen, when Sells says that the pronoun’s antecedent is ambiguous with reference fusion, perhaps now we could qualify this statement, given the understanding of the difference between ambiguity and vagueness, and say that the antecedent uncertainty is a result of the creative vagueness that Ibn `Arabi introduces in the passage. The whole point for Ibn `Arabi is not that we could choose one antecedent over another if we had further information, but rather that one must maintain both possible nuances as part and parcel of the Sufi’s perception of the relation between God and His creation. Likewise, when Chittick speaks of ontological ambiguity and its relation to the barzakh, the point is not that further information will resolve the ambiguity, but rather that the vagueness is to be sustained in the barzakhi, imaginative faculty of the Sufi saint.64
My primary motivation for positing a connection between Ibn `Arabi’s barzakh and analytical vagueness is terminological: Both have recourse to penumbral images and metaphors. For example, “[e]verything other than the Essence of the Real is intervening imagination and vanishing shadow….”65 All of existence is always in some process of transmutation, and so, in a very real sense for Ibn `Arabi, all existents are ontically vague. The cosmos, entities located within the cosmos, and lastly, human beings, are all vague. Therefore, vagueness as a component of the human being has religious, and not merely philosophical, significance.

The human alone has two complete relations; one whereby he enters into the divine realm and the other whereby he enters into the created. … He is like an isthmus between the world and God, combining in himself creatureliness and divinity; he is the dividing line between the divine and the created realm, like the line between the shade and the sunlight. This is his reality.66

The human being is the most complete creation because he or she encompasses both the divine and the created realms, or is the barzakh between them. Like the line between shadow and sunlight, the human partakes of both worlds. The very reality of the human is the very “line” between shade and light. If the line or boundary between shade and light is understood as a vague or penumbral region where it is neither true nor false that the line belongs to either the shade or the light, then Ibn `Arabi understands the consummated reality of the human to be quintessentially vague. The issue of vagueness and referential uncertainty concerns the nature of humanity itself: Human beings can only be adequately understood, according to Ibn `Arabi’s cosmology, through recourse to vagueness.

Conclusion

Vagueness in the context of Ibn `Arabi’s Sufism is intertwined with the Sufi’s mystical imagination. Rather than being only an intellectual acknowledgement of referential uncertainty, vagueness is an element within a particular spiritual faculty through which the world of the Sufi is seen.

The ontological ambiguity of all things, standing as they do in a barzakh or isthmus between wujud and nonexistence and between this moment and the next, brings us back to imagination, one of whose characteristics is constant fluctuation and change. As a faculty of the soul, imagination is able to perceive the self-disclosures of God, recognizing the presence
of God in each thing. Imagination, in other words, can perceive the words of the All-Merciful as God’s self-articulation. It sees the things are He even as reason recognizes that they are not He.\(^67\)

That this is a result of the Sufi’s imagination is important for two reasons. First, the vagueness of the Sufi’s imagination is not a result of philosophical analysis but rather of spiritual discipline. Second, as a corollary to the first point, I am certainly in no way suggesting any intuitive link between the Sufi’s imagination and the philosophical acumen of analytic philosophers. However, I do hope it suggests that through his own religious worldview, Ibn `Arabi gained insight into some of the problems endemic to language in general, and not simply to language directly addressing the ineffable divine. He sees all created entities as *barzakh,* as vague. In a sense, analytic philosophers also realize that vagueness is endemic to a general description of the world. But the similarities end there. The true nature of the *barzakh* “is unknown save to those who solve the riddle, and equal concerning it may be the seeing and the blind.”\(^68\)

Ibn `Arabi describes the task for the Sufi saint, therefore, as an approximation of the ideal combination of the two “modes of contemplation,” which corresponds to the notion of the “true” *barzakh.* Approximating this ideal mode of “seeing-as” entails holding both modes equally, without definitively swaying in either direction. While it is true, given his cosmology that all things are theophanies, bearing two faces, a conglomeration of contradictory attributes, and so on, for the most part this view is available only to the Sufi virtuos: “If you affirm both, you hit the mark. You are an Imam in knowledge and a master….\(^69\)” For Ibn `Arabi, then, the majority of us see only one side of things at any given time, but “that which is missing from the visible face of a thing is captured in the face which is invisible.”\(^70\) After translating a passage by Ibn `Arabi, Chodkiewicz discusses the term *faces* (*wujuh*) by referring to one of Ibn `Arabi’s commentators, `Abd al-Karim Jili (d. 1423):

> Our translation takes account of only one of the possible meanings of the word “faces” (*wujuh*), which Ibn `Arabi almost always uses in a deliberately ambivalent way. The *wujuh* are simultaneously the “Faces of God,” the visible or invisible forms of the phenomenal world, and the modes of contemplation: all these different meanings, moreover, are obviously related. Similarly, the “perfect that it is not given to all to know” is the perfection of God; but it is also the perfection of each thing inasmuch as what is manifest in it is the “Apparent One” (*al-Zahir*), that is to say the
Divine Reality itself…. At this point Jili employs two expressive images: when, he says, the visible face of the moon is waning, its hidden face is waxing in the same proportion, and vice versa; when the day (nahar) becomes shorter, the night (layl) becomes longer, but the duration of the nychthemeron (yawm) never changes.\textsuperscript{71}

Yet again we have a metaphor of the barzakh – the nychthemeron – that highlights how viewing through a disjunctive lens results in missing half of the equation. With nychthemeron, we have a perfect image of a borderline case, a blending of two contraries. As a twenty-four hour period, it combines day and night.\textsuperscript{72} Perhaps we could add another cognate metaphor and say that all theophanies are Janus-faced in the sense that, for most people, when one face is visible the other is invisible. The Greek god Janus was typically represented “with a face on the front and another on the back of his head.”\textsuperscript{73} Therefore, you cannot see the face on the back of the god Janus’ head if you are looking at the face on the front. Hence, again built into Ibn ʿArabi’s Sufi, barzakh Ṗ vision is the attempt to view the two faces simultaneously, despite the conventional impossibility of such an attempt. There is an ironical double-entendre in this choice of expression, as theophanies are Janus-faced in the sense of being a barzakh combination of divine and phenomenal faces. But they are also “deceitful” in the sense that they fool those who are ignorant into believing that they are seeing the whole picture when, in fact, they are only getting half the story, seeing many different, distinct things that veil the divinity within them.\textsuperscript{74}

Language used to describe the faculty of imagination combines aspects of the two faculties – perception and conception – into one:

Imagination is neither existent nor non-existent, neither known nor unknown, neither negated nor affirmed. For example, a person perceives his form in a mirror. He knows for certain that he has perceived his form in one respect and he knows for certain that he has not perceived his form in another respect…. He cannot deny that he has seen his form, and he knows that his form is not in the mirror, nor is it between himself and the mirror…. Hence he is neither a truth-teller nor a liar in his words, “I saw my form, I did not see my form.”\textsuperscript{75}

In a simple sense, imagination perceives the borderline cases between affirmation and negation. Appropriately, Ibn ʿArabi describes this in some places as a state of perplexity. The climactic moments, those within which referential openness occurs, are those moments where standard logic breaks
down. But up until that point, logic’s provisional role is a necessary part of the performance.

The refusal by apophatic writers to define the subject of discourse is neither a mystification nor the result of inability to use language clearly … it is only upon a foundation of conventional logic and semantics that the apophatic text, at the critical moment, can perform (rather than assert) a referential openness – by fusing the various antecedents of the pronoun, or the perfect and imperfect tenses, or by transforming the spatial and temporal structures of language at the level of article, pronoun, and preposition.76

In a sense, the rules are used in order to be broken, or conventional logic is utilized to generate a novel “logical” position.77 Ibn `Arabi is neither an apophatic theorist nor merely a protective strategist working to establish restrictions on language; He is, in fact, developing forms of language that he believes succinctly reflect the ontological situation.

Although evocative language has been criticized as a protective strategy (and can be used as such in certain cases) the goal here is to understand the apophatic displacement of the grammatical object as a key moment in a distinctive literary mode with its own rules, conventions, and fields of meaning, and to develop a critical vocabulary for better understanding that literary mode.78

I believe that the concept of vagueness contributes to the development of such a “critical vocabulary” that helps to shed light on his distinctive literary style.

Ibn `Arabi’s understanding of the barzakh, and hence a basic idea of vagueness, is part and parcel of an account of the linguistic techniques that express the ineffability of the transcendent. It is “when language encounters the notion of the unlimited that conventional logic, not illogically, is transformed.”79 However, logic is likewise transformed or re-evaluated by attempts to articulate the vagueness of particular terms. Articulating the vague boundaries or borderlines between polar terms is a major component of Ibn `Arabi’s mystical language and should be considered a part of what it means to describe such language as “mystical.”

The approach of Sufi writers like Ibn `Arabi demonstrates a sophisticated understanding of language that should earn respect from our contemporary vantage point. Through the attempt to talk accurately about God and the barzakh, we witness conclusions similar to the ones arrived at in analytical philosophy, conclusions achieved by radically different means with
absolutely different goals in mind. Such an interaction urges the study of religion, in general, and the study of Islam, in particular, to broaden the view of the role of religious language in the religious life. It is hoped that the above investigation demonstrates the fruitful possibilities available when we show how religious forms of language are related to examples of contemporary philosophical approaches to language. Likewise, contemporary philosophical discussions encourage a terminological rigorousness that saves the complex and potentially confusing study of religious language from possible obscurity.80
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